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Vision 2020

Biodiesel, renewable diesel, and sustainable aviation fuel will be 
recognized as mainstream low-carbon fuel options with superior 
performance and emission characteristics. In on road, off road, air 
transportation, electricity generation, and home heating 
applications, use will exceed six billion gallons by 2030, 
eliminating over 35 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent 
greenhouse gas emissions annually. With advancements in 
feedstock, use will reach 15 billion gallons by 2050.
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Clean, Diverse, Energy-Dense

• Biodiesel, renewable diesel, and 
sustainable aviation fuels are 
produced from agricultural by-
products, wastes and residues such 
as:

• Soybean, canola and other plant oils
• Corn oil
• Rendered animal fats
• Winter oilseed cover crops
• Used cooking oil
• Other biomasses
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Low Carbon Discussions

External pressures are now forcing shippers/users/fleets to look at ways to 
decarbonize

• Increasing federal and state programs
• Corporate pressure
• ESG – Environmental & Social Governance (Environmental Justice)

Why the “change of heart”? – liquid renewable fuels are the lowest cost, 
drop in solution to reduce carbon
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Global Opportunities

Program Goal – to address technical barriers that would impede the use of 
biomass-based diesel fuels, at least to 20%, in ANY diesel fueled application

• On- and Off-Road
• Heating Oil
• Marine
• Locomotive
• Power Generation

As engine technology changes, we must continually re-prove performance 
Traditionally, nearly 90% of the biodiesel sold domestically has been blended 
and consumed by large truck stop operators
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Hard to Electrify

Aviation enterprise aligned (pre-pandemic), representing a 21B gal/yr US & 97B gal/yr
worldwide opportunity
• SAF are key for meeting industry’s commitments on carbon reductions
On- and off-road transportation fuels account for over 52B gal/yr potential for 
biomass-based diesel fuels
Energy use for “hard-to-electrify” heavy vehicles is projected to reach ~70 B gallon 
in 2050:
• Aviation: 36 B Gal
• Maritime/Rail: 11 B Gal
• Long-haul trucks: 21 B Gal
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Thank you!

Charles Darwin purported that, “It is not the 
strongest of the species that survive, nor the most 
intelligent, but rather the one most adaptable to 

change.”
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